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Charlotte, NC – The NJCAA has announced a partnership agreement with vFormity as the 
preferred equipment tracking solution for the association. An intelligently built and rigorously 
tested sports equipment tracking solution, vFormity serves as a streamlined approach to 
athletic equipment and inventory monitoring. 
 
“As the NJCAA continuously makes strides of providing membership with modern solutions 
for day-to-day needs, we are excited to partner with vFormity and its advanced equipment 
tracking software. vFormity’s advanced innovations will alleviate the hassle of manual 
equipment tracking and allow our coaches to focus on the student-athlete and provide the best 
experience possible for them.” 
 
vFormity’s state-of-the-art software eliminates the chaos of fitting day or end-of-season 
returns—a team of 100 completes the process in as little as 20 minutes. From the touch of 
your mobile device, users have the ability to update inventory in real-time while providing e-
mail and text alerts for both staff and student-athletes.  
 
“vFormity is honored to partner with the NJCAA and be named its preferred Equipment 
Tracking Solution for member colleges,” commented Carmen P. Parisi, President, vFormity. 
“In support of NJCAA’s mission, synergies amongst our organizations ensures member 
colleges remain up-to-date and in compliance with current and upcoming equipment safety 
standards in a way that is convenient, auditable, and cost-effective from year-to-year.” 
 
vFormity’s software provides a vast array of features that extend further than day-to-day 
tracking of equipment, including its Point of Purchase component that allows a team to sell 
equipment at the end of the season, safety monitoring, and customizable reporting logs. 
 
Parisi expanded on the partnership with the NJCAA. “We look forward to supporting member 
colleges and empowering them with a truly mobile solution to efficiently record inventory, 
assign equipment to players and staff, record key safety information, such as recertification 
and retirement dates, and streamline the chaos of Fitting Day and end-of-season returns. As 
former players and coaches, we understand the many roles coaches, staff, Athletic Directors, 
and volunteers play in the evolution of student-athletes—our solution was created to further 
serve these role-players and eliminate outdated, chaotic, and error-prone ways of the past so 
they can focus on what they do best.” 
 
To learn more about vFormity’s equipment tracking software, visit: vFormity – Mobile 
Inventory Tracking Software 
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About vFormity 
 
 As the AM "Excellence in Innovation" Gold Medal Award winner, vFormity is the industry 
leader in the mobile equipment management space and well positioned to address all your 
equipment tracking needs. Founded by former athletes and coaches, vFormity is the industry’s 
only mobile sports equipment tracking software that provides integrated, user-friendly, 
equipment tracking to the end points. 
 
Our solutions serve your entire sports community by effectively tracking all vital assets & 
resources, across all levels of your organization—regardless of role, sport, league, size, or 
location. 


